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Give students the targeted, skill-building practice they need with these standards-based books!

Each workbook includes more than 40 ready-to-reproduce practice pages. Easy-to-follow directions

and fun exercises motivate students to work on their own. Every activity in each book is correlated

to state standards. For use with Grade 1.
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This wasn't what I was looking for. I'm homeschooling my 4th grader and I was looking for a good

grammar book. This book is designed for extra practice, but does not include any real instruction. It

may be what you're looking for, but it wasn't what I wanted. The first exercise, for example, asks

kids to write what type of sentence it is (declarative, interrogative, imperative, or exlamatory) without

going over the various types. Great price, though.

I am really disappointed with the language used in this workbook. Naming words? Action words?

Describing words? Those should be called nouns, verbs and adjectives! I wish they used the proper

parts of speech. Do not recommend.

We homeschool and finished the Complete Book of Reading Grades 1-2 this school year. I ordered



this book (as well as the one from Grade 2) to use as summer review before going to the Complete

Book of Reading Grade 3-4 in the fall. I love how Scholastic always teaches the essential skills! And

I wanted to make sure my daughter had really learned all she needed in Grammar before we go to

the next workbook in the Complete Book of Reading series.This book is very succinct with black

and white pages that can be photocopied easily. So if you are a teacher, it would work great for

that.I was surprised to see that we covered all these skills plus more in the Complete Book of

Reading Grades 1-2. So if you are a homeschooler, I highly recommend that book and skipping this

one (for grades 1 and 2). Plus, the Complete Book of Reading is in full color, more variety in

activities (cut and paste, circle the word, write it in the blank, etc.) so it seems a bit more fun. It also

has Phonics activities and Reading comprehension in addition to Grammar.But for summer review,

this is good :)

57 pages of practice with grammar. This book is great if your wanting extra practice for your child or

if your homeschooling this would be a great suppliment to your lang curr. I bought this for my

daughter to use during the summer between 3rd and 4th grade. I also bought Week-by-wee

Homework for building Reading Comprehension and Fluency for grades 3-6, to go with it. I plan to

begin the success with grammar toward the end of summer since it is a 4th grade level. I am also

going to copy them and reuse them next summer for review. Over all I am very happy I bought this

book, one of the best I've bought yet.

This is a fine book for kids to learn and practice English grammars. Many kids read well, but cannot

write decent sentences. An early start in grammar makes a big difference. The book supplies

well-designed questions and multiple-choice problems to teach and enforce the essential language

rules. They are vivid and interesting. My child has a much better writing after using this book. I hope

it had more pages. For additional such practices, we also use a nice web site ([...]) that provides

exercises similar to this book. They both do a fine job of improving kids' language level. Highly

recommend.

I use this with other Language Arts based information to home-school my child. I've purchased a

few different workbooks from a few different companies and I think that Scholastic has a simpler

format and layout...which makes it easier to introduce new information...makes learning new ideas

more accessible...especially to a younger cutie pie... I plan on continuing with this company as my

child moves up the grade ladder...



Excellent book that covers every imaginable aspect of grammar in a step-wise progression. It has

everything they need to know, and nothing they don't. The work is very consistent (nothing too

fluffy/easy and nothing too complex or time consuming). Has explanations (which helps me refresh

on the less common points, as a parent, since it's been 40 years since I was in grade school),

exercises, and reviews/tests at the end of each section. The exercises vary in format so it's not

always the same thing over and over. The best language arts workbook we've seen, by far.

I sent this book back. It was a very thin workbook, which did not contain one year's worth of

grammar lessons/practice. What it DID have was of good quality; there just wasn't enough quantity

for my purposes.
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